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Introduction 

 
The    Splunk   Inspect   app    is   one   of   several   apps   that   have   been   designed   to   work   with   our    Gemini  
Explore    product,   now   an   integral   component   of    Gemini   Enterprise   V2.8 .   
Please   refer   to   the    Gemini   Explore   -   User   Guide ,   for   more   information   regarding   details   of   the  
required   resources   and   full   installation   instructions.  
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1.0   Overview   of   Splunk   Inspect 
 

As   an   introduction   to   the    Gemini     Explore    experience   and   to   what   this   product   can   offer,   we   have  
made   the    Splunk   Inspect   App    available   for   your   convenience.   

This   has   been   designed   to   interrogate   a   Splunk   instance   running   a   configured   Splunk    Monitoring  
Console ,   allowing   you   access   to   view   details   of   Splunk,   including   relationships   and   components   of  
Splunk   instances.  

We   would   always   recommend   that   a    Monitoring   Console    instance   is   created   as   part   of   a   Splunk  
deployment.   Within   a   Gemini   Enterprise    Splunk   Environment,    we   would   recommend   the   use   of   the  
Cluster   Master    node   as   a   suitable   choice   for   the   location   of   the   Monitoring   Console,   unless   your  
environment   is   over   50   instances   in   which   case   a   dedicated   Search   Head   should   be   assigned.  

 

2.0   Activation   of   Splunk   Inspect 
 

Once   a   suitable   Monitoring   Console   source   has   been   established,   select   the   ‘ Admin ’   dashboard   of  
Gemini   Explore    and   from   here   select   the   ‘ Apps ’   sub-menu.   
 

 

Select   the   ‘ Configure ’   button   to   reveal   the   following   activation   setup   screen;  
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Leave   the    Scheme    setting   at   the   default  
‘ Https ’  

The    Host    field   represents   the   Splunk   instance  
operating   as   the   Monitoring   Console.   Enter   an  
IP   address   or   FQDN   of   such   an   instance.  

The    Port    field   represents   the   Splunk  
management   port   operating   at   the   Monitoring  
Console   instance.   This   will   usually   be   the  
default   port   of   8089.  

Use   an   admin   user's   credentials   for   the  
Username    and    Password .  

 

Select   the   ‘ Submit ’   button   on   completion.  

Return   to   the    Admin   /   Apps    dashboard   at   any   time   to   disable    Splunk   Inspect    using   the   slider   switch,  
or   to   check   on   the   data   Flow   progress.  

To   view   Splunk   Inspect   at   the   Explore   canvas,   select   the    Exploration    menu.   After   several   minutes   the  
Splunk   Inspect   node   categories   will   begin   to   appear   to   the   left   of   the   canvas   revealing   your   nominated  
Splunk   environment.   It   will   take   up   to   an   hour   before   all   the   node   categories   are   present.   This   is  
perfectly   normal   as   Data   Flows   are   run   at   predetermined   intervals   to   minimise   load.  

 
 

Use   the   ‘ + ’   icon   next   to   the   Node   category,   or   use   the   ‘ Show ’   entry   box   to   filter   and   add   node  
categories   to   the   canvas   as   required.  

Right-click    a   node   to   ‘ Insert   Neighbors ’   or   ‘ Insert   Relationships ’,   or    double-click    a   node   to   explore  
all   its   connections   automatically.  
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For   more   information   on   getting   started   with    Gemini   Explore ,   please   refer   to   the     Gemini   Explore   -  
User   Guide  

Note   also,   that   from   the    Exploration    menu,   you   can   select   the    Data   Modelling    dashboard   to   reveal  
that    Splunk   Inspect    has   added   a   new    Source    to   Explore   that   replicates   Splunk   connection   detail  
supplied   in   the   initial   configuration   screen.    

 
 

3.0   Adding   more   Data   Sources 
 

It   may   be   that   you   want   to   extend   the   built-in   ability   of   Splunk   Inspect   for   specific   reasons.    One  
example   of   this   would   be   to   integrate   your   infrastructure   database   to   enhance   the   overall   picture   at   the  
canvas.  
This   infrastructure   data   could   be   held   within   an   AD   or   CMDB   database,   or   it   might   simply   be   an   Excel  
spreadsheet.    In   any   case,   simply   create   a   new    Source    in    Gemini   Explore ,   and   then   add   a    Model  
and    Flow    which   reflect   the   data   fields   required,   ie.   Servername,   Datacenter,   FQDN,   Domain,   Rack,  
Model   No.   etc.  
This   can   enhance   the   overall   view   of   the   Splunk   Infrastructure,   as   suggested   in   the   diagram   below;  
 

 
For   more   details   on   adding   a   Source,   Model   and   Flow,   please   refer   to   the    Gemini   Explore   -   User  
Guide .  
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4.0   Changing   the   look   and   feel   of   the   Canvas 
 

Using   different   icons   to   represent   multiple   node   categories   will   make   the   understanding   of   your   data  
infinitely   easier.   For   this   reason,   we   are   including   it   within   this   document   for   your   convenience.  

For   full   operational   instructions   of    Gemini   Explore ,   please   refer   to   the     Gemini   Explore   -   Working   at  
the   Explore   Canvas     document.  

There   are   two   ways   to   modify   Node   icons   in   Gemini   Explore;   from   the    Admin   /   Icons    dashboard;  

 
 
Or,   the   easiest   and   most   intuitive   method   of   updating   icons   is   direct   from   the    Exploration    dashboard.  
Let   us   say   we   want   to   update   the    Node   category    representing   a   Splunk   ‘ Site ’,   to   a   small   globe   icon;  
 

 

From   the    Tags    panel,   select   the   ‘ Customize  
Appearance ’   icon   representing   the   chosen  
Node   Category.  
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From   the   resulting   screen’s    Built-In   Icons    section,   choose   an   appropriate   icon,   and   then   select   a  
suitable   Color   from   the   panel   on   the   right.  
Select   the   ‘ Save ’   button   when   done.  
Repeat   this   exercise   with   other   Node   Categories   as   required   and   return   to   the   Exploration   dashboard  
to   view   the   results.  
An   individual   node   can   also   be   changed   in   this   way,   using   the   right-click   menu   option   of    ‘ Customize  
Display ’.   In   this   way,   one   particular   node   can   be   highlighted   on   the   canvas.  
It   is   also   possible   to   upload   and   use   your   own   Icons,   provided   they   have   been   created   in   the   SVG  
format.    Unfortunately,   other   image   types   are   not   currently   supported.  

 

5.0   Further   Information   and   Additional   Support 
 

Further   Documentation  
The   following   have   been   created   to   educate   in   the   use   of   Gemini   Explore   and   are   available   as  
downloadable   PDF’s   from   or   Support   Portal.  

Gemini   Explore   -   User   Guide  

Gemin   Explore   -   The   Art   of   Data   Modelling  

Gemini   Explore   -   Working   at   the   Explore   Canvas  

Support  
To   access   the    Gemini   Support   Portal    that   includes;   Documentation,   Knowledge   Base,   and   a   Video  
Library,   please   visit    https://support.geminidata.com   
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